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TOPIC: Impact of the Great Irish Famine

SUBJECT/GRADE LEVEL: Social Studies, Grade Level 9.

TITLE: The London Times Views the Great Irish Famine

AIM QUESTION: How did England view the Great Famine?

NEW YORK STATE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

World History: Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their

understanding of major ideas, eras, themes, developments, and turning points in

world history, and examine the broad sweep of history from a variety of perspectives.

Economics: Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their

understanding of how the United States and other societies develop economic systems

and associated institutions to allocate scare resources, how major decision-making

units function in the U.S. and other national economies, and how an economy solves

the scarcity problem through market and non-market mechanisms.

TEACHER BACKGROUND: When the potato crop failed that year, the British

government under the premiership of Sir Robert Peel introduced relief measures.

These measures were generally effective and there was minimal lose of life in 1845-

46. But the blight returned in the autumn of 1846 and this time was far more

widespread. Peel's Tory (Conservative) government fell that summer. For the

remainder of the famine years, the United Kingdom was ruled by a Whig (Liberal)

government led by John Russell. The Whig government chose public works as the

main means of relief and also reduced Britain's relative financial contribution

toward local relief. This threw a greater burden on Ireland's landlords and private

charities and, because of the greater need, made relief more difficult for people to

obtain. The consequences of the Whig policies were disastrous. The new public works

schemes were inefficient and inadequate; bound up in a labyrinthine bureaucracy,

they were slow to materialize. When they did, the wages they paid were very poor and

very late. On top of that, the severe weather, crushed an already weakened people.

Irish police estimated that in the winter of 1846-47 half a million died. In the early

months of 1847 reports of dogs eating dead bodies became commonplace. This season

of mass death became known as Black ’47.

Conditions in Ireland were made worse by the Whig government's decision to

allow merchants to continue exporting food. Throughout the rest of Europe,

governments closed ports to prevent the export of precious grain. But to appease

powerful grain merchants in England and Ireland, Ireland continued to export food.

In the spring and summer of 1847, the government established soup kitchens in

many parts of the country, the first time since 1845 that it tackled the problem of
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hunger directly. Although some of the soup was little more than flavored water, the

death rate declined. The soup kitchens demonstrated the government's ability to

provide comprehensive and cheap aid, but they were only a temporary expedient.

That autumn, key government members declared the famine to be "over." A decision

was made that if any further assistance proved to be necessary, it would have to be

paid for by Irish taxpayers. Giving more money to Irish relief, wrote a contributor to

the Times of London would be "as ineffectual as to throw a sackful of gold into one of

their plentiful bogs."

Throughout this period the pages of The London Times, The Illustrated London

News  and Punch magazine debated British policy in Ireland. In this editoiral The

London Times explains its view on the causes of the Great Irish Famine and on the

need for English intervention.

REFLECTION: Teachers recommended using edited, adapted or rewritten

versions of documents depending on lesson goals and performance level of

students. See discussion of the use of differentiated texts
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AIM: How did England view the Great Famine?

ASSESSMENT:

- Students will demonstrate an understanding of cause and effect in history and the

ability to support conclusions based on an evaluation of evidence through individual

and group writing assignments and during group and class discussions.

- Students will demonstrate the importance of examining and respecting multiple

perspectives when explaining historical events.

- Students will demonstrate the ability to examine and explain the significance of

primary source documents.

- Students will demonstrate the ability to apply an understanding of historical events

to explain contemporary problems.

DO NOW ACTIVITY: Read excerpt A from The London Times  editorial (September 22,

1846) and answer questions 1-3.

MOTIVATIONAL ACTIVITY: Through out history, people have demanded that

government act to solve major social problems. Ask students to provide examples. Do

you believe governments should develop programs to improve economic conditions

or to directly help the poor? Explain. What about contemporary programs like public

assistance? Public education? Explain.

TRANSITIONAL ACTIVITY: During the Great Irish Famine, England debated its

responsibilities for responding to what was taking place in Ireland. How can we

learn what the English public and government thought?

ACTIVITY: Examine excerpt A from The London Times  and discuss student responses.

Do you agree or disagree with the position taken by The London Times? Why or why

not?

- Examine excerpts B, C, and D from The London Times.  Key Questions: What attitudes

does The London Times express about the Irish people? What type of government

policy does it advocate? Why does The London Times  describe the potato blight as a

blessing? How do you react to this statement? Why? In your opinion, does The London

Times accurately reflect popular and government opinion in England? Explain. If

you lived in England at the time, how would you have responded to the Times

editorial? Why? If you lived in Ireland, do you think your response would have been

different? Why?

SUMMARY QUESTION: Based on this editorial from The London Times, how did England

view the Great Famine?

HOMEWORK: Write a Letter to the Editor of The London Times  responding to their

editorial.
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APPLICATION:

- The media has been accused of creating the news rather than reporting it. In your

view, can The London Times be counted on for reliable coverage of the Great Irish

Famine?

- Should The London Times editorial, or any newspaper editorial, be considered an

accurate report of public opinion? Explain.

- Does this editorial from The London Times  get you to reconsider your views on

government social welfare programs in our contemporary world? Explain.

PROJECT: Collect 10 newspaper editorials. Write a paragraph explaining the issues and

arguements presented in each editorial. Select one issue and write a Letter to the

Editor of the newspaper explaining your reactions to their editorial.
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ACTIVITY SHEET: How did England view the Great Famine?

Do Now: Read excerpt A from the London Times editorial (September 22, 1846) and

answer questions 1-3.

(EDITED VERSION) AN EDITORIAL ON PUBLIC RESPONSE TO THE GREAT IRISH FAMINE.

Word Bank: turbulent- angry; outrageous - wild, crazy; sombre- dark; calamity -

disaster; murmur - whisper; palliate -relieve; afflictions - illnesses.

A) “The worst symptoms of the Irish famine have begun to show themselves in the

way of popular gatherings and processions, which at present are only turbulent, but

may soon become outrageous. The twin powers of Fear and Rumor have lent their

hands to the coloring of a picture already sufficiently sombre. The people have made

up their minds to report the worst and believe the worst. Human agency is now

denounced as instrumental in adding to the calamity inflicted by Heaven. It is no

longer submission to Providence, but a murmur against the Government. The

potatoes were blighted by a decree from on high. Such are the thanks that a

Government gets for attempting to palliate great afflictions.”

(ADAPTED VERSION) AN EDITORIAL ON PUBLIC RESPONSE TO THE GREAT IRISH FAMINE.

A) The worst symptoms of the Irish famine have begun to show themselves in public

gatherings and protests, which at present are angry, but may soon become

rebellious. The twin powers of Fear and Rumor have lent their hands to the coloring

of a picture already sufficiently dark. The people have made up their minds to report

the worst and believe the worst. Human actions are now blamed as responsible for

adding to the disaster caused by Heaven. It is no longer submission to Providence, but

a complaint against the Government. The potatoes were blighted by a decree from on

high. Such are the thanks that a Government gets for attempting to relieve great

suffering.

(REWRITTEN VERSION) ACTIVITY A: AN EDITORIAL ON PUBLIC RESPONSE TO THE GREAT

IRISH FAMINE

A) The worst symptoms of the Irish famine are that the people may become

rebellious. Fear and Rumor make the siutation dangerous. The Irish people report the

worst and believe the worst. England is blamed for making a disaster caused by

Heaven even worse. Instead of accepting that the potato blight was an act of God, the

Irish complain about the government. The potatoes were destroyed by a decree from
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on high. Such are the thanks that the government gets for attempting to relieve

great suffering.

Questions

1- What event is taking place when this editorial appears?

2- According to the editorial, what are the "worst symptoms of the Irish famine"?

3- Who does the editorial blame for events in Ireland? How do you know?

4- What is the editorials view of action by the British government?

(EDITED VERSION)

ACTIVITY B: Read section A, B, or C and answer questions 3, 4 and 5.

Word Bank: indolence - laziness; suffrage - voting; doles - welfare benefits;

bonbons- chocolate candy; Celts - Irish; potatophagi - potato lovers; dun - bill.

B) The Government provided work for a people who love it not. It made this the

absolute condition of relief. The Government was required to ward off starvation, not

to pamper indolence; its duty was to encourage industry, not to stifle it; to stimulate

others to give employment, not to outbid them, or drive them from the labor markets.

Alas! the Irish peasant had tasted of famine and found that it was good.

 C) There are ingredients in the Irish character which must be modified and

corrected before either individuals or Government can hope to raise the general

condition of the people. It is absurd to prescribe political innovations for the remedy

of their sufferings or the alleviations of their wants. Extended suffrage and

municipal reform for a peasantry who have for six centuries consented to alternate

between starvation on a potato and the doles of national charity! You might as well

give them bonbons.

D) For our own parts, we regard the potato blight as a blessing. When the Celts once

cease to be potatophagi, they must become carnivorous. With the taste of meats will

grow the appetite for them. With this will come steadiness, regularity, and

perseverance. Nothing will strike so deadly a blow, not only at the dignity of Irish

character, but also the elements of Irish prosperity, as a confederacy of rich

proprietors to dun the national Treasury.

Questions
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3- Who does the editorial blame for the hardships in Ireland during the Famine?

4- Why does the editorial blame them?

5- In your opinion, how are these arguments similar to or different from statements

made about welfare recipients in our country today? Explain the reason for your

answer.

(ADAPTED VERSION)

ACTIVITY B: Read section A, B, or C and answer questions 3, 4 and 5.

B) The Government provided work for a people who love it not. It made this the

absolute condition of relief. The Government was required to ward off starvation, not

to reward laziness; its duty was to encourage industry, not to stifle it; to stimulate

others to give employment, not to outbid them, or drive them from the labor markets.

Alas! the Irish peasant had tasted of famine and found that it was good.

 C) There are ingredients in the Irish character which must be modified and

corrected before either individuals or Government can hope to raise the general

condition of the people. It is absurd to prescribe political solutions for the remedy of

their sufferings or the lessening of their wants. Extended voting and municipal

reform for a peasantry who have for six centuries consented to alternate between

starvation on a potato and national charity! You might as well give them chocolate

candies.

D) For our own parts, we regard the potato blight as a blessing. When the Irish once

cease to be potato lovers, they must become meat eaters. With the taste of meats will

grow the appetite for them. With this will come steadiness, regularity, and

persistence. Nothing will strike so deadly a blow, not only at the dignity of Irish

character, but also the elements of Irish prosperity, as a group of rich landlords

billing the national Treasury.

Questions

3- Who does the editorial blame for the hardships in Ireland during the Famine?

4- Why does the editorial blame them?

5- In your opinion, how are these arguments similar to or different from statements

made about welfare recipients in our country today? Explain the reason for your

answer.
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(REWRITTEN VERSION)

ACTIVITY B: Read section A, B, or C and answer questions 3, 4 and 5.

B) The English government provided work for a people who love it not. It made this

the condition of help . The government was required to prevent starvation, not to

reward laziness. Its duty was to encourage the growth of industry in Ireland, not to

prevent it. Its task was to stimulate others to give people jobs, not to outbid them, or

drive them from the labor markets. The problem is that the Irish peasant tasted of

famine and found that it was good.

 C) There are ingredients in the Irish character which must be changed and

corrected before either individuals or government can hope to raise the general

condition of the people. It is ridiculous to try political solutions for ending sufferings

or decreasing the desires of the Irish people. How will voting and reform help

peasants who for six centuries alternated between starvation on a potato and national

charity? The government might as well give them chocolate candies.

D) This newspaper believes the potato blight was a blessing. When the Irish stop

depending on the potato, they must become meat eaters. With the taste of meats will

grow their appetite for them. With this will come steadiness, regularity, and

persistence. Nothing will strike so deadly a blow at the dignity of Irish character and

prosperity as allowing rich landlords to charge the national Treasury for relief

programs.

Questions

3- Who does the editorial blame for the hardships in Ireland during the Famine?

4- Why does the editorial blame them?

5- In your opinion, how are these arguments similar to or different from statements

made about welfare recipients in our country today? Explain the reason for your

answer.


